METHODOLOGY

Figure S1
Relaxed atomic structures of stoichiometric gas phase nanoclusters, (a) Ce 5 O 10 and (b) Ce 6 O 12.
The nanocluster modifiers, of compositions Ce 5 O 10 and Ce 6 O 12 , shown in Figure S1 , were relaxed in the gas phase within the same computational setup described in the section 2 of the main text, with no constraints on the ionic positions. We relaxed a number of nanocluster structures and those shown in Figure S1 were the lowest energy structures that we found and are typical of the non-bulk-like structure found for this size of (predominantly) ionic oxide nanoclusters. These low energy ceria nanoclusters were then adsorbed at the rutile (110) surface in different configurations and each of these were relaxed, as described in previous work. 1 -7 The most stable (CeO 2 ) n -rutile-(110) heterostructures were used in the subsequent calculations. Although there are many possible adsorption structures of the nanoclusters on the rutile (110) surface, with a range of adsorption energies, we find that once the nanoclusters are adsorbed in stable configurations, the trends in key properties, such as band gap reduction are unaffected. 7 For this study, we use representative CeO x -rutile-(110) composites to examine the impact of modification on the photocatalytic properties and the interaction of CO 2 and water, and expect little significant effect due to the precise structure of the composite surface.
We model photoexcitation by imposing a triplet electronic state on the system. This promotes an electron to the conduction band, with a corresponding hole in the valence band, and enables an evaluation of the energetics and charge localization associated with photoexcitation. The following energies are computed:
 The ground state energy of the system, yielding .  A single point energy calculation at the ground state geometry with the triplet state imposed, yielding .  An ionic relaxation of the triplet electronic state which gives . From the results of these calculations we compute:
1. The singlet-triplet vertical excitation energy:
This is the difference in energy between the ground (singlet) state and the imposed triplet state at the singlet geometry and corresponds to the simple VB-CB energy gap from the computed density of states.
2.
The singlet-triplet excitation energy:
This is the difference in energy between the relaxed triplet state and the relaxed singlet state and gives a crude approximation of the excitation energy.
3.
The triplet relaxation (carrier trapping) energy:
This difference in energy between the unrelaxed and relaxed triplet states is the energy gained when the electron and hole are trapped at their metal and oxygen sites upon structural relaxation. This energy relates to the stability of the trapped electron and hole.
These quantities are summarized schematically in Figure S2 .
RESULTS
The following are relevant to Section 3.1 of the main text: "Stoichiometric CeO 2 -modified TiO 2 structures".
In To complement our analysis of the DOS plots and their implications for the light absorption
properties of the modified surfaces we compute the real and imaginary parts, and , of the Figure S8 shows the PEDOS of the CO 2 molecule and reduced Ce 6 O 9 -rutile-(110) composites in the non-interacting case (denoted CO 2 + surface) and after activation (denoted CO 2 -surface).
For the non-interacting system the molecule and surface are relaxed in the same unit cell with sufficient spatial separation such that they do not interact. In the non-interacting case ( Figure   S8 The interaction increases the gap between the occupied Ce 4f-derived states and the CBM of the TiO 2 host; i.e. the occupied Ce 3+ states are pushed to lower energy after interaction. In addition, integrating the O C and O M -derived DOS lying above the TiO 2 VBM in both the noninteracting and interacting cases shows that after interaction the occupied states are driven to lower energies. These details suggest that passivation of high lying O 2p states is a factor driving the interaction of CO 2 with the reduced CeO x -rutile-(110) composite surfaces. In particular, for both reduced composites (see also Figure 8 of the main text), the interaction of
